
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69sa-jYk444


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMFh9QYFh2I


Teamwork
1. Cutout article and past into INB on pg. 16
2. Read and annotate the article on Teamwork
3. Underline, highlight, or circle important information.
4. Put a question mark next to anything you are unsure 

about. 



C-Notes
On page 17, 
develop a set of 
Cornell Notes from 
the article on pg. 
16.  

Summary



Writing our summary

At the bottom of your c-notes on pg. 17, write 
a summary of the article.



Teamwork Narrative: INB pg. 18
Write a narrative (2-3 paragraphs) about teamwork and what it means to you. 
You could describe a time where teamwork (or the lack of it) impacted your 
pursuit of a goal.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Zdyu2lE-dM


Teamwork in Space

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJ3oTTm_Pdo


SPACE TEAM CHALLENGE



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKeP-N-E8e8










http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DI4zp7yeuMU


Teamwork in the Workplace: pg. 18
1. How can teamwork be applied to the workplace?

2. What are some characteristics of a good teammate? 

3. What are the various roles each team needs in order to be successful?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Zdyu2lE-dM


Team Building Challenge
Your task is to build a structure out of newspaper and tape. 

Using only tape and newspaper your tower must:
Be at least 18 inches tall
Be able to support the weight of a softball for 10 seconds
Be able to withstand the force of a fan for 10 seconds

Cannot be taped down to the desk. 

Before starting, please write a prediction on your bell ringers of what you 
think will happen during this activity.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vj0i4ThBSZA


Tower Reflections: pg. 19
Write a 3 paragraph reflection on the tower building challenge from class on 
friday. 

Answer the following questions:

● What did your team do well?
● What could the team have done better?
● How could you, as an individual, have helped the team to be more 

successful?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Zdyu2lE-dM


Teamwork Quote Posters
Have one member of your group pick a quote from the cup. 

1. Individually, come up with a rough draft for what your poster could look 
like. 

2. Get together in your group to collaborate and create a group draft. 

It should fill the poster, have color, images, and a theme that makes sense for 
the quote. 

3. Get the draft approved from Mr.Perry
4. Begin working on the full size poster. 
5. Work collaboratively to ensure success. 
6. We will be presenting the posters and hanging them up on Tuesday. 



Poster Project: Team Assessment   Pg. 20
1. What did your team do well?

What could your team have done better?

Give each member of your team a grade (1-5, 5 being perfect) and explain, in 
writing, why they earned the grade that they received. 

This assessment is confidential. Mr.Perry will be the only person to read your 
assessment of your teammates. 


